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CASE STUDY

Unifactor

From legacy to growth with Lendscape
Unifactor, which describes itself as ‘a financial factoring 
institution’ is affiliated to the FCI international network and 
partner of three major Tunisian banks (Banque Nationale 
Agricole, Arab Tunisian Bank and Amen Bank). The 
company was established in 2000. Today, it has three main 
branches across Tunisia - employing 40 people in total, and 
it is one of the main businesses in its sector. 90 per cent 
of Unifactor’s work is focused on factoring in the domestic 
Tunisian market, but the company is seeing increasing 
amounts of international activity. 

From the outset, Unifactor relied on an in-house built legacy 
system. However, as the company grew, the management 
team saw the need to bring in a solution that would support 
this growth more effectively.

During a Factors Chain International (FCI) meeting, Unifactor 
attended a presentation from Lendscape on its Lendscape 
platform. Given the company’s expansion requirements, 
Unifactor contracted Lendscape at the end of 2014, to take 
the company’s systems to the next level.

Isaam Haddad: “We were looking for security and expertise, 
and recognised the good work that Lendscape was doing 
with other factoring companies globally. We could see how 
Unifactor would benefit from this best practice.

“The team at Lendscape was both responsive and reactive. 
They really took the time to understand the brief - attending 
regular site visits in Tunis. The whole process was very 
smooth. And we could see how the implementation of 
Lendscape would scale and grow with our own planned 
business development.”

Towards the end of the integration program, all Unifactor 
clients were migrated across to the Lendscape platform. 
Unifactor managed this process, with the support of 
Lendscape on hand.

Working with Lendscape
A team of representatives from Unifactor have recently spent 
time with Lendscape at their head office in London being 
trained on the Lendscape solution.

Unifactor clients were migrated across to the Lendscape 
platform in early 2016. A Client Portal is currently being 
developed within Lendscape, to help clients understand the 
system and its benefits. Clients are now using Lendscape 
and sending through requests and queries. This was covered 
during the London training for the local Unifactor team to go 
back and present to their colleagues

Isaam Haddad added: “Having this kind of support is vital for 
the successful management and running of the system. It’s 
second to none.”

Alongside this training, Lendscape provides a client 
management team, with a decicated account manager and 
email/telephone support.

Feedback on Lendscape
To date, he reponse to Lendscape has been positive, and the 
team at Unifactor is finding the new system useful towards 
their business.

Isaam Haddad added: “Moving to another system was a 
crucial decision for us to make. Lendscape has the potential to 
really support our planned growth and to offer new products 
and services, such as mobile. We want to continue as a 
leading player in the market and to open new horizons, relying 
on the latest technology based solutions.”

Kevin Day, CEO at Lendscape, added: “This has been an 
excellent project to work on, and we have enjoyed supporting 
a Tunisian business as it grows and develops. We’re looking 
forward to continuing to work with Unifactor to develop new 
products and services, and to help the company remain one 
step ahead in its domestic market.”

“Our domestic clients primarily 
operate across sectors such as 
textiles, manufacturing, IT and 
trade. We have a large number of 
SME clients, which often see poor 
levels of cash flow, and working 
alongside Unifactor has enabled 
them to grow. Our business is 
about supporting rapid growth 
with more flexibility.”
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